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Preface

• Any new machine that pushes the intensity frontier
is of interest to the precision EW community
– INdirect search for clues to new TeV-scale physics
• The EIC, especially with potentially high luminosity
projections, is no exception
• We have just launched a study with the motivation
to explore potentially interesting and unique EW
physics with the projected EIC machine parameters
– What SHOULD be the parameters of the collider be
to make it uniquely interesting for precision EW tests
and searches for physics beyond the standard model?
– What are the detector capabilities required?
– Does it help enhance the physics output significantly?
In this talk, we describe the motivation & potential; the quantitative questions above
are being addressed by a working group, with a workshop scheduled in May 2010
21 April 2010
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Outline
• Flavor Conserving Weak Interactions
– indirect effects of new TeV-scale dynamics

• Parity Violating deep inelastic scattering (PVDIS)
– Brief Overview: Paul Reimer just talked about it!

• Electroweak Physics at the EIC
– Advantages over fixed target
– New PV observables (including W production)
– Two specific applications to nucleon structure
• quark helicity distributions
• Isovector EMC effect
– Potential ultraprecise weak mixing angle measurements

• Lepton Flavor and Number Violation
– electron-tau lepton conversion

• Conclusions & Outlook
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Parity-Violating Asymmetries
Weak Neutral Current (WNC) Interactions at Q2 << MZ2
Charged lepton-nucleon scattering
- flip ONE polarization (average over the other)
- flip both SIMULTANEOUSLY

(gAegVT +β gVegAT)
gV and gA are function of sin2θW

APV ~ 10−5 ⋅ Q2 to 10−4 ⋅ Q2

To date, only lepton helicity-flip asymmetries have been measured
Specific choices of kinematics and target nuclei probes different physics:

€ in neutrino scattering
• In mid 70s, goal was to show sin€2θW was the same as
• Early 90s: target couplings carry novel information about hadronic structure
• Now: precision measurements with carefully chosen kinematics can probe
physics at the multi-TeV scale
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Comprehensive Search for
New Neutral Current Interactions
Important component of indirect signatures of “new physics”
Consider f1 f1 → f 2 f 2

L f1 f 2
€

or

f1 f 2 → f1 f 2

4π
= ∑ 2 ηij f1iγ µ f1i f 2 j γ µ f 2 j
i, j= L,R Λ ij
Eichten, Lane and Peskin, PRL50 (1983)

Λ’s for all f1f2 combinations
and L,R combinations

€

Many new physics models give rise to non-zero Λ’s at the TeV scale:
Heavy Z’s, compositeness, extra dimensions…
One goal of neutral current measurements at low energy AND colliders:
Access Λ > 10 TeV for as many f1f2 and L,R combinations as possible
LEPII, Tevatron access scales Λ’s ~ 10 TeV
e.g. Tevatron dilepton spectra, fermion pair production at LEPII

- L,R combinations accessed are parity-conserving
LEPI, SLC, LEPII & HERA accessed some parity-violating combinations
but precision dominated by Z resonance measurements: ~ few TeV sensitivity
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The Power of γ-Z Interference

2

Window of opportunity for weak neutral current measurements at Q2<<MZ2
Processes with potential sensitivity:
- lepton-nucleon elastic & deep inelastic scattering
- Tabletop Atomic Physics

Note that Q2, s and luminosity can be much smaller than required
for doing interesting physics with charged current interactions
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Lepton-Quark Z0 Couplings
A

V

V

A
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δ (C1q ) ∝ (+ηRL
+ ηRR
− ηLL
− ηLR
)

PV elastic e-p scattering, APV

eq
eq
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δ (C2q ) ∝ (−ηRL
+ ηRR
− ηLL
+ ηLR
)

PV deep inelastic scattering

APV in Electron-Nucleon DIS:
Q2 >> 1 GeV2 , W2 >> 4 GeV2
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∑ Q f (x)
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a(x) = [(2C1u − C1d )] + L
10

APV

GF Q 2
=
[ a(x) + f (y)b(x)]
2πα

For 2H, assuming charge symmetry,
structure functions largely cancel in the ratio

i
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3
uv (x) + dv (x)
7
b(x) = (2C2u − C2d )
+L
10 
u(x) + d(x) 
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General EW Hadronic Tensor

Ji, Nucl. Phys. B 402
(1993)
Anselmino, Gambino
and Kalinoski, hep-ph/
9401264v2
Anselmino, Efremov
& Leader, Phys. Rep.
261 (1995)

QPM Interpretation
e-

eZ

N
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New Structure Functions
APV

GF Q 2
=
[ a(x) + f (y)b(x)]
2πα

QED Double-spin Asymmetry

∑ C Q f (x)
a(x) =
∑ Q f (x)
1i
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∑ C Q f (x)
b(x) =
∑ Q f (x)
2i

i i
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i

polarized electron, unpolarized hadron

f (y)g1γ
A!€=
F1γ

€

AP V

GF Q2€ ! F1γZ
f (y) F3γZ "
gA γ + gV
= √
F1
2 F1γ
2 2πα

gV, gA: electron vector- , axial-vector couplings

e-

p, D, 3He

New opportunity at EIC:

e-

p, D, 3He

unpolarized electron, polarized hadron

e-

p, D,

3He

e-

p, D, 3He
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AT P V

GF Q2 ! g5γZ
g1γZ "
gV γ + gA f (y) γ
= √
F1
F1
2 2πα

At EIC, one can consider a high statistics
runs with polarized e-p, e-D & e-3He
collisions
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PVDIS: From JLab to EIC
Physics Topics

EIC

•Beyond the Standard Model
•Nucleon Helicity Structure
•Novel Aspect of EMC Effect
•Lepton flavor & number violation

Machine configurations: GeV & fb-1

•11 x 60: 50 going to 500
•4 x 250: 2 going to 20
•11 x 250: 100 going to 1000
•20 x 325: 5 going to 50
Back of the envelope:
s x luminosity is roughly constant

21 April 2010

•Much high Q2: no higher twist issues
•“Huge” Asymmetries
•Large range in y
•y-dependence separates V & A
•High precision @ x ~ 0.01 to 0.001
•1H, 2H and 3He measurements
•At highest luminosities: new
precision QCD tests in inclusive DIS
•Q2 evolution
•new “Callan-Gross” relations
•new “Bjorken” sum rules
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EIC DIS Kinematics

K. Paschke

•Electroweak tests must be done at high x: 0.3 - 0.8
•Spin structure function measurements can be done at x: 0.001-0.01
•In either case, jet direction and total hadron energy must be measured
These issues and the constraints they pose on the accessible kinematic
range for precision measurements are being investigated.
21 April 2010
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Nucleon Helicity Structure

• Strange sea polarization a wide-open question
– EW amplitudes measure a different linear combination of quark
polarizations, allowing a determination of ∆s without SU(3)f
– Phase I EIC might already contribute at x ~ 0.01

• first look 10 x 250 and 11 x 60 GeV
• 5 bins with errors of 0.1 and 0.15 for 1H & 2H:
– very competitive with semi-inclusive measurements with different
systematic error
From target-flip parity-violating asymmetry:

y-independent

y-dependent

1H

2∆u− + ∆d− + ∆s−
4u+ + d+ + s+

∆u+ + ∆d+ + ∆s+
4u+ + d+ + s+

2H

3∆u− + 3∆d− + 2∆s−
u+ + d+ + s+

∆u+ + ∆d+ + ∆s+
u+ + d+ + s+
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γ, W, γ-Z, 1H, 2H, 3He
• In the long term, there are 15 different
combinations that can be measured
– electromagnetic double-spin
– two from gamma-Z interference
– two from W production
• W production needs to be fully explored:
– two structure functions g1 and g5
– 1H + 2H with e- equivalent to 1H with e- & e+
• Need to investigate how many can be
measured early and at what x values

21 April 2010
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Precision EW Tests
Incremental improvements can be made on DIS EW couplings over the 12 GeV JLab
program at higher Q2 but can one make ultraprecise weak mixing angle measurements?

• Measure DIFFERENCE of y-dependent and y-independent
terms in APV for 2H
– electron beam polarization systematic suppressed by a factor of 10
– 2% measurement of 2C2u-C2d would be comparable to best 2 collider
measurements and MOLLER at JLab

• Measure the RR-LL combination

(W. Marciano)

– Enhanced total effective polarization
– Suppression of polarization systematic error
– Both 1H and 2H become largely independent of structure functions!
– Can thus go well beyond the best fixed target measurements

• Luminosity requirement likely to be over a 100 fb-1...
– need to incorporate Z-exchange into estimates
21 April 2010
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Charged Lepton Flavor Violation
Theoretical motivation w.r.t. EIC initiated by M. Ramsey-Musolf

• The discovery of neutrino mass and mixing
e−
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– lepton number violation theoretically favored

e−

– potentially enhanced charge lepton flavor violation
within reach of proposed experiments
u

• help decipher the mechanism of neutrinoless double beta decay
u

• R-parity violating Supersymmetry

•€ Experimental LFV searches undergoing revival
– Ongoing at existing facilities (PSI, B-Factories), and also
being looked at seriously for the future (J-PARC, Fermilab)
– The Mu2e project at Fermilab was given the highest nearterm priority in the recent P5 report for US HEP

• Thus, it is interesting to see if EIC has a role to
play in this subfield
21 April 2010
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Decay vs Scattering
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Project X Mu2e
.

Supersymmetry and
Heavy Neutrinos
Contributes to µ→eγ

Exp: Bτ->eγ ~ 1.1 x 10-7
e

τ

10

4

B(µ→ e conv in 48Ti)>10-16

Mu2e

Exchange of a new,
massive particle
Does not produce µ→eγ

e.g. leptoquarks
Similarly

B(µ→ e conv in 48Ti)>10-18

Λ (TeV)

Λ

κ

André de Gouvêa,
Project X Workshop
Golden Book

higher mass scale
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10 to 100 fb-1 DIS dataset at
EIC energies competitive
€
γ
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X

(Theory input from M.J. Ramsey-Musolf)
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Identifying Tau Leptons
e− + p → τ − + X

Topology: neutral current DIS event; except that the
electron replaced by tau lepton
• If mixed in with hadron remnants, the tau would be highly
boosted (10 to 50 GeV)
• If forward in the incident electron direction, the tau would
be isolated
• Potential for clean identification with high efficiency:
– look for single pion, three pions in a narrow cone, single muon:
should be able to devise several good triggers
– tau decay is self-analyzing: should study polarization dependence
– tau vertex displaced 200 to 3000 microns: would greatly help
background rejection and maintain high efficiency if vertex detector
is included in EIC detector design
Must also investigate the sensitivity and motivation for
−
+
−

Lepton Number Violation
21 April 2010
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Nuclear Medium Modification
Cloet, Bentz, Thomas, arXiv 0901.3559

• They propose that a neutron or proton excess in nuclei leads
to an isovector-vector mean field dominated by ρ exchange
•

shifts quark distributions: “apparent” CSV violation

• Isovector EMC effect: explain 1/2 of NuTeV anomaly

21 April 2010
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Model Predictions: “CSV” in Nuclei
• Suppose one completes a polarized electron-deuteron run and
measure APV precisely as a function of x, then switch to e-Pb
collisions with polarized electrons
– The ratio of ratios (heavy nucleus vs deuterium) as a function of x
should show a measurable effect if model is correct
– Measuring the EMC effect along a different isospin axis

5%

• Would be a smoking gun demonstration of medium modification
• More generally, F2(γZ) and F3(γZ) for nuclear DIS interesting and new
• The effects might be large at high Q2; theory help is needed!
21 April 2010
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Conclusions
• Lepton-Quark Weak Neutral Current Couplings
– EIC with highest luminosities may allow precision beyond planned
facilities, both for BSM physics and nucleon stucture
• sensitivity would reach beyond 12 GeV JLab program
• interest level might be magnified depending on LHC results and results of the
JLab program
• theoretically very clean (e.g. higher twist effects)
• detailed look at experimental systematics needed!

– An optimized (smaller) data set with polarized 1H, 2H and 3He
• new parity-violating structure functions
• separation of quark helicity distributions from x = 0.005 to 0.5
• Possibly critical for disentangling new physics in W asymmetries

– e-A with polarized electrons
• novel probe of EMC effect?
• available “for free” during e-A running if properly instrumented
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Outlook
• If “precision EW” physics at EIC has unique potential
for discovery, we are obliged to explore it
• It is already clear that this will push luminosity,
systematics and detector capabilities to the limit:
physics payoff must justify the effort
• We are finding that there is are very interesting
inclusive DIS physics and BSM physics to be explored.
– W. Marciano and W. Vogelsang providing theory input
– launched an EW working group that is looking at all energy/
luminosity scenarios being considered at BNL and JLab
– A workshop is being organized on May 17/18 on the campus
of the College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, VA
– We hope to have a much better idea of how much energy
and luminosity are optimal to pursue these topics and
enhance the overall physics potential of an EIC.
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